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	Candidates Name: Curtis Johnson
	Candidates Office: Club Growth Director
	District Number: 100
	Toastmasters member since: November 1st, 2015
	Education: Bachelor of Science, Electronic EngineeringTechnology
Minor: Business
	Toastmasters offices held and terms of service: Club President - Faithful voices - Div S, Area S2, D100 July - Jan, 2019-2020, 7 months
Club President - Caltech Debate - D100 July - Present, 2020-2021
Vice President of Education - Gate City Toastmasters, Div D, Area 43, D78 - July 1st - May 31, 2018 - 2019
Area Director, Area S3, D100, September 29 - Jun 30th, 2019 - 2020 
Division Director, Div R, D100, July 1st - Jun 30th, 2020 - 2021
	Toastmasters honors and recognition: Select Distinguished Area S3, Division S, D100
2019 Area 43, District 78, International speech contest winner
	Relevant work experience and how it relates to Toastmasters and your role as a District officer: I am an Information Technology consultant who leverages the power of non-profit leadership to increase my value to Information Technology teams and their image and effectiveness in their organization. One of many reasons I chose Toastmasters and specifically non-profit leadership in my professional journey is that over my 6 year IT career I found numerous differentiating traits with my peers in Toastmasters that are sometimes missing or lacking with my professional peers in the for-profit sector. 
I have had the opportunity to grow the confidence and abilities of individuals at the Club and Area level while building leaders who can then in turn develop other leaders. This value I can translate to a future augmentation of an Information Technology leadership team in any corporate, private, or non-profit organization beyond my typical role as an individual contributor.  This will serve me well as a Club Growth Director and Trio member of District 100.  Through my steadfastness and commitment to develop my understanding of Toastmasters International I have grown fond of paying it forward and creating experiences that can change others’ lives.  Through personal growth, study, and disciplined living over the last 4 years I have gained useful knowledge, experience, and practical insights that I can share abundantly as a Trio member.  Having fervently acquired knowledge from Patrick Johnson, PIP, to integrate Toastmasters programs into diverse organizations I can pursue a devoted effort to enabling these programs to be sustainable for the long term. I will rise and commit to being an exceptional value and resource to District 100 as a Club Growth Director and Trio member.

	What experience do you have in strategic planning: Consult and collaborate with incoming PQD on learning lab development plan to transition virtual programming from 2019/200 to 2020/2021
Worked with the Program Quality Director and Learning Lab committee to identify and implement ways to validate quality in education programming for the district.  
Consult and planning with PDQ and committee on the following:
 Committee meeting parameters, vision, committee roles and duties, curriculum development and storage, how to train trainers and orientation, PR strategy for Toastmasters 360, class and identification of trainer, metrics for trainers, eval, survey and attendance techniques, class performance tactics
Identify and validate potential PR strategies such as social media and video testimonials outside of traditional PR techniques for Learning Lab 
Identify facilitator recognition for Learning Lab to enhance district service and recognize facilitators
Identify how learning lab attendance data can be used for promotion at division level
Develop and implement Trello board for AD’s to manage 12-week planning goals
Vision hike with Darren and Sam Luk
Planning organizing and strategy for A&R Council meetings
Collaborate with Mike O. strategy for navigating resistance to new clubs in organizations
Outline and define the prosess of building relationship and to knockout 12 week goals for Div R
Introduce strategies behind using Learning Lab and council meetings to boost performance of clubs
Build Division Success plan
Club Success Plan – Caltech Debate
Plan and strategize with Division Partner Darren for Recognition strategy
Refining ways to gather success metrics for learning lab,
How to involve AD’s in club/member needs evaluation
Unveil strategic vision and strategy behind learning lab and council meetings to AD’s
Collaborating with other Division Directors on Q2 12 week planning
Caltech debate – strategic planning
Collaborate with VPE on ways to inquire of members(survey development) their needs, goals/dreams and helping them find a way to get where they want to go and aligning this with club needs
Planning and collaborating with Open house chair and committee for Open House
Committee meeting to enhance onboarding and retention
virtual meeting tool upgrade
programming changes – debate upgrade – draw a side upon arrival
creating tighter meetings
disturbing member
holiday meeting recruitment strategies


	What experience do you have in the area of finance: 2 Accounting and Economics classes - community college
Personal finance
	What experience do you have in developing procedures: Developed IT staging and storage procedure for organizing field equipment at Charles Pankow Builders
Partner with VPE as President to redesign and facilitate role fulfillment for club Faithful Voices
Collaborated with PQD to refine participant experience during learning lab class
Refining communications with facilitators, promoting facilitators, expectations of facilitators and attendees
Technical mitigation with video platform links, confidence and image with attendees
Issue mitigation (wrong meeting links), IP – photos, communications with facilitators
Steps on utilizing thank you letters
Mitigating issues with attendees not being in right meeting room
Develop techniques and protocols for intentional or unintentional attendee disturbances
Club Growth efforts
Develop and automate process to quickly engage organizations leading up to information session
Collaborate with A.J. Herran scripting on info sharing toastmasters programs with corporations
Teaching techniques on purusing leaders in organizations
Caltech Debate
Implement enhanced speaker introductions, enhanced speech evaluator project introductions
Agenda restructure for more effective and profitable meetings, Caltech debate


	What lessons did you learn from previous leadership positions: To carefully evaluate the character, abilities, and intention of leaders I collaborate with in Toastmasters and other organizations in order to determine how I can support them while enabling me to keep my interests and spirit for service alive for the betterment of others.
A stronger connection with Recognition and how to keep it fresh, meaningful and sincere.
Who you are now and who you are becoming is just as important or more than what you’ve already achieved.
Acquiring new skills while pursing personal growth and study are necessary to achieve sustainable and enduring outcomes.
You will cover ground quickly by determining preferences, needs and abilities of your teams and customizing your interactions and training for them.
Everything rises and falls on the leader. Recognizing, evaluating, and pivoting on information and feedback are the behaviors and life of a self-aware leader and need to be continually improved upon over time.
Leading yourself and working on your inner-being are the key to unlocking success in yourself and others.
Purposeful and heart-felt connection with teams and audiences greases the wheels of change and acceleration needed to achieve outcomes.
Empathy grows deep roots in others and produces transformation in those we serve.
When you’re new and emerging, you have a lot to prove, but with discipline, persistence and dedication you can move mountains.
Removing barriers of understanding and communication can open new life and growth in others.
Serving, giving without expecting a return and forgiving others brings great blessing.
The spoken word is more clearly understood and can be quickly adjusted if needed.  Written word is not always clear and should be rigorously evaluated.

	Why do you want to serve as a district officer: Through the experiences I’ve gained as a member, club leader and district leader all while leading myself well through the pursuit of personal growth and study outside of toastmasters curriculum I have observed a powerful dynamic at play between the experiential learning experiences offered in Toastmasters and real life that we encounter every day.  Toastmasters can create life changing growth for an individual that strives to the challenge of leadership.  Our communities and workplaces need individuals to have these types of opportunities to meanwhile obtaining a more satisfying, purposeful, and meaningful relationship with their commitments and pursuits in life.  The Toastmasters experience creates economic advantages for those served and changes the world for good.  I desire to help others achieve these advantages and gifts of service within their own lifetime and make it more attainable for every man and woman for generations to come.
	In your opinion what are the district missions major objectives and how would you work to achieve them: As the mission says, “We build new clubs and support all clubs in achieving excellence”, I will work to achieve the objective of Smedley Distinguished for our District.  As a Club Growth Director, I will develop excitement, passion and commitment through intrinsic desire in our members to expand our district’s footprint and make a difference in the lives of those we have yet to serve. 
I will also continue to drive innovation with the purposeful pursuit of building new virtual and traditional clubs around validated and verified concept ideas as well as driving the force to integrate Toastmasters programs in organizations.  I will recruit, develop and lead teams to drive this effort so that we not only achieve our objectives in building clubs, but also that these processes developed during this period would be documented and improved upon for years to come.
I will ensure our mentors have a committee to appropriately validate, coach and match mentors with new clubs who can establish them to be a successful and sustainable state once they’ve gained their sea legs.
I will collaborate with other Trio members to identify ways we can enhance PR in digital avenues of outreach and engagement with the public as well as generate excitement with members towards district and club events.  I will appoint a chair to partner with and confirm that we are consistently utilizing and researching all avenues of traditional marketing with newsletters, newspapers and other free resources to allow us to communicate our purpose, unique value proposition and service to the public in ways that move the needle forward creating awareness in our communities.
For membership building I will collaborate with our incoming Program Quality Director and District  Director to ensure that we have leaders at the outset driving the force behind facilitating and communicating how our clubs can work towards the achieving club membership incentives. 
I will collaborate with the incoming Program Quality Director to ensure that we are developing a steady stream of assets who are trained, appropriately matched, and equipped to coach our struggling clubs to Distinguished status. The retention committee I establish will work with our Division Leaders to ensure  they know to trickle down to the club the importance of leader’s nurturing relationships with members and understanding their needs in order succeed in our club retention efforts.  I will work with the Trio in order to ensure that we are inspiring all members and leaders to continue their toastmasters’ journey and translate their unique insights into profitable, purposeful and meaningful avenues outside of our program.

	Additional information about yourself: Before joining Toastmasters, I experienced great pain and struggle that in my belief was not lost to random and purposeless experiences.  Along with my faith journey through this pain my character, values and heart were changed and developed allowing me to help others beyond a more self-serving pattern I may have otherwise followed.  Toastmasters helps me channel this energy and drive in positive ways enabling in me have a greater awareness of my increasing influence on others and directing it in ways that are more fulfilling, meaningful and purposeful as well as guiding me to properly understand the impact and consequences of my every day decisions and their effects on others.


